Background: Invasive micropapillary carcinoma (IMPC) is a variant of breast carcinoma with a higher propensity for lymph node metastases compared with invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC).
Results: A higher percentage of IMPC cases (52.0%) had nodal metastases compared with IDC cases (34.6%). The 5-year DSS and OS for IMPC was 91.8% and 82.9%, respectively compared with 88.6% and 80.5% for IDC, respectively. For both IMPC and IDC, oestrogen-receptor positivity was associated with better survival, while having four or more positive lymph nodes or larger tumour size correlated with worse survival. Radiotherapy provided a survival benefit for both histological types.
Conclusions: Despite IMPC's higher propensity for lymph node metastasis, IMPC has DSS and OS that compare favourably with IDC.
Invasive micropapillary carcinoma (IMPC) of the breast, first described in 1980 (Fisher et al, 1980) and further characterised in 1993 (Petersen, 1993; Siriaunkgul and Tavassoli, 1993) , is an uncommon (o2% of cases) histological special type of invasive breast carcinoma. IMPC is described as small nests of tumour cells that appear as micropapillae surrounded by clear stromal spaces not lined by endothelial cells (Kim et al, 2005) . IMPC has a high propensity for metastatic spread to the axillary lymph nodes, with reported rates of 46-95% higher than invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC) (Paterakos et al, 1999; Yamaguchi et al, 2010) . Therefore, given this aggressive initial presentation of IMPC, it is presumed to have a worse prognosis than IDC. We have previously reported over 600 cases of IMPC listed in the National Cancer Institute's Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results (SEER) database and showed that the 5-year disease-specific survival (DSS) and overall survival (OS) compare favourably with previously published survival rates of IDC (Chen et al, 2013) . Here, we directly compare two cohorts of IMPC and IDC patients from the same time period while presenting additional 21 months of follow-up from our initial study.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
This retrospective study analysed the SEER database (November 2012 update) using methods previously described (Chen et al, 2013) . We searched for cases of female breast cancer diagnosed between 2001 and 2008. Patients with unknown data for a parameter of interest or in situ disease only (stage 0) were excluded from the analysis. Patients with metachronous tumours or tumour recurrence (3422 cases) were counted only once for survival analyses with follow-up considered from the earliest tumour occurrence during the study period. Patients with synchronous primaries (2266 cases) had each tumour considered separately for survival analysis. Staging was based on American Joint Committee on Cancer 6th edition, as encoded in the SEER database. Poorly differentiated and anaplastic histological grades were considered grade 3 disease (Bloom-Richardson). Borderline oestrogen receptor (ER) or progesterone receptor (PR) status was considered unknown. The data-use policies of the SEER database were strictly adhered to in this study. R statistical software (R Core Team, 2013) with the packages 'survival' and 'survplot' were used for survival analysis. A P-valueo0.05 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
A total of 636 cases from 627 patients with IMPC and 297 735 cases from 292 052 patients with IDC were identified in the SEER database between 2001 and 2008 and included in this study. Eight patients presented with synchronous IMPC and IDC tumours. The median follow-up for the IMPC and IDC groups was 48 months and 56 months, respectively, while mean follow-up for IMPC and IDC groups was 53.2 months and 59.6 months, respectively. The 5-year DSS and OS for IMPC was 91.8% and 82.9%, respectively compared with 88.6% and 80.5%, respectively for IDC, with no significant difference between the curves ( Figure 1 ).
Patient characteristics. The characteristics of these patients are listed in Table 1 , with similar age at diagnosis and slightly more ethnically diverse population for IMPC patients. Furthermore, IMPC patients had higher rate of known ER positivity (Po0.00001) and progesterone receptor positivity (P ¼ 0.0049) compared with IDC patients. IMPC patients with ER-positive tumours had a favourable hazard ratio (HR) for both DSS (HR 0.40, 95% confidence interval (CI) (0.22-0.75), P ¼ 0.0027) and OS (HR 0.69, 95% CI (0.43-1.10), P ¼ 0.12) compared with ERnegative tumours (Supplementary Figure 1) . A similar effect was seen in IMPC patients with progesterone receptor-positive tumours and in IDC patients with hormone-receptor-positive tumours compared with hormone-receptor-negative tumours (data not shown). Of those with lymph node examinations, a median of six lymph nodes (interquartile range (IQR) 2-13.75) was examined in IMPC patients with a median of one positive lymph node (IQR 0-3). In contrast, IDC patients had a median of five lymph nodes (IQR 2-12) examined with a median of zero positive lymph nodes (IQR 0-1). IMPC patients had a higher incidence of nodal metastases (52.0%) compared with IDC patients (34.6%). Furthermore, IMPC patients had a larger proportion with 1-3 as well as four or more positive lymph nodes than IDC patients (Po0.00001). IMPC patients with four or more positive lymph nodes had worse DSS (HR 9.9, 95% CI (4.06-24.16), Po0.000001) and OS (HR 3.12, 95% CI (1.89-5.15) Po0.00001) compared with node-negative patients (Figure 2) , with a similar phenomenon in IDC patients (data not shown). However, IMPC patients with 1-3 positive lymph nodes had DSS and OS similar to node-negative patients, in contrast to IDC patients (data not shown). Patients with four or more positive lymph nodes had no difference in DSS when compared between histologies (data not shown). Neither histological grade nor tumour location contributed significantly to the prognosis of IMPC. When comparing staging at presentation, IMPC patients had more T3 or T4 tumours, a higher percentage of N2 or N3 nodal involvement, but had similar rates of distant metastases compared with IDC patients (2.9% vs 3.9%, P ¼ 0.19). Larger tumour size in IMPC patients (T2 or T3) was associated with worse survival when compared with T1 tumours (data not shown).
Surgical and radiation treatment. Patients with IMPC had a slightly higher mastectomy rate when compared with IDC (45.6% vs 40.6%, P ¼ 0.025). The percentage of total patients who received radiation treatment was similar between groups (46.1% for IMPC vs 46.9% for IDC, P ¼ 0.68). IDC patients had a benefit from radiation treatment (data not shown), as did IMPC patients with a trend for better DSS (HR 0.60, 95% CI (0.34-1.07), P ¼ 0.079) and better OS (HR 0.56, 95% CI (0.38-0.82), P ¼ 0.0026; Supplementary Figure 2) .
Multivariate analysis. Multivariate analysis was performed to evaluate these different clinicopathological parameters. Of all the parameters studied, only the tumour size (T2 or T3 vs T1) and the use of radiation treatment remained independent predictors of either DSS or OS for IMPC patients (Supplementary Table 1 ).
DISCUSSION
IMPC of the breast presents a clinical challenge for oncologists. Given its aggressive initial presentation with a significant propensity for lymph node metastasis, many consider the disease to be potentially more worrisome than IDC. This study shows that while IMPC patients tend to have a higher clinical stage at initial presentation, the rate of distant metastases is similar to that in IDC patients. When comparing with other studies of IMPC, one group has reported a 5-year DSS of 70% (Middleton et al, 1999) while others have reported 5-year OS ranging from 59-86% (Chen et al, 2008 , Yu et al, 2010 . Another group reported having 20 IMPC patients with distant metastases with 21 patients dying from the disease (Gokce et al, 2013) . Our study reaffirms our previous report with longer follow-up and suggests that while IMPC patients have an increased rate of lymph node metastases, they may not be dying of distant metastases given the favourable DSS rates. One major component to the survival advantage in IMPC may be ER positivity. Previous studies have reported a wide range of ER positivity in IMPC patients from 19.4 to 90.6% (Walsh and Bleiweiss, 2001; Kim et al, 2005) . Our IMPC population has a higher rate than the IDC comparison group. The other significant clinical factor in this study is the degree of lymph node positivity. Overall survival (proportion) Figure 2 . Degree of lymph node involvement affects disease-specific (A) and overall survival (B) in invasive micropapillary carcinoma; Abbreviation: HR, hazard ratio. Pettinato et al, 2004; Zekioglu et al, 2004; Chen et al, 2008; Yu et al, 2010) , likely due to the high percentage of T1 and T2 tumours in our study population. Nonetheless, these results emphasise the importance of adequately examining the axilla for IMPC patients. Multiple groups have described the utility of screening for axillary lymphadenopathy in IMPC patients with ultrasonography (Adrada et al, 2009; Jones et al, 2013) . IMPC patients without adequate lymph node exams may lack the prognostic data to see whether they fall into the category of four or more positive lymph nodes, although the multivariate analysis shows that tumour size, not degree of lymph node positivity, remains the most important independent predictor of survival. The SEER database outlines the loco-regional therapies for patients (including surgery and radiation). IMPC patients had a notably slightly higher mastectomy rate compared with IDC, which may be due to the higher percentage of T3 and T4 disease in IMPC. This study shows that the percentage of radiation therapy for IMPC patients was similar to those seen in IDC patients and demonstrates a similar benefit of radiation treatment in both groups. An important caveat is that the SEER database does not describe the use of systemic therapies such as chemotherapy or endocrine therapy, so it is unclear which treatment regimens are most effective at controlling distant disease. However, unlike previous studies based on single institutions, the use of a large population-based database has the advantage of investigating IMPC and IDC patients who were treated during the same time period. This incorporates any possible treatment trends and allows for more direct comparisons between the two groups. Therefore, this study population is more diverse and potentially more generalisable when compared with retrospective studies from single institutions.
In conclusion, this study describes the largest set of IMPC patients reported in the literature and allows for direct comparison with a set of IDC patients during the same study period. This study provides additional follow-up from our previous study and confirms the initial findings presented there. Only tumour size and radiation treatment were independent predictors of survival in this population and may be used to subclassify these patients. Additional studies, especially prospective studies, are warranted to help establish clear guidelines for the management and treatment of this uncommon histological variant of breast carcinoma.
